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ABSTRACT
A steep decay segment tens to hundreds of seconds after the gamma-ray burst (GRB) prompt
emission is commonly observed in the Swift XRT light curves, which is regarded as the tail emission
of the prompt gamma-rays. The most straightforward interpretation is the curvature effect due to
delay of propagation of photons from larger angles with respect to the line of sight. Prompted by
the observed strong spectral evolution in the tails of GRB 060218 and GRB 060614, we present a
systematic time-resolved spectral analysis of 17 bright GRB tails observed by XRT. While 7 tails in
our sample have no spectral evolution and can be explained with the curvature effect, the other 10 tails
all show significant hard-to-soft spectral evolution. A toy model that combines the curvature effect
with an underlying putative central engine afterglow component can roughly explain the observed
light curves and spectral evolutions for 7 of them. The suggested central engine afterglow is typically
soft (β = 2.5 ∼ 6.4) and decays as normal GRB afterglows (typically α = 0.8 ∼ 1.5), similar to the
late afterglow of GRB 060218. There are 3 cases (GRB 050724, GRB 060218, and GRB 060614) that
cannot be described by this model. We suggest that these tails may be interpreted as an internal shock
afterglow due to cooling of the shock-heated region. Physics models are called for to understand these
two possibly new types of afterglows.
Subject headings: gamma-rays: bursts
1. INTRODUCTION
The extensive observations of GRBs suggest that the
broadband, power-law decaying afterglows are from an
external shock as the fireball is decelerated by the ambi-
ent medium (Me´sza´ros & Rees 1997a; Sari et al. 1998).
In contrast, the recent Swift observations reveal that the
prompt gamma-rays and the erratic X-ray flares (Bur-
rows et al. 2005) after the prompt phase are of inter-
nal origin, likely from internal shocks (Rees & Me´sza´ros
1994, see Zhang et al. 2006a for detailed discussion). The
direct evidence for the distinct internal origin of prompt
gamma-rays and X-ray flares is the steep decay tails fol-
lowing the prompt emission and the flares (Tagliaferri et
al. 2005; Nousek et al. 2006; O’Brien et al. 2006), which
could be generally interpreted as the so-called “curvature
effect” due to the delay of propagation of photons from
high latitudes with respect to the line of sight (Fenimore
et al. 1996; Kumar & Panaitescu 2000; Qin et al. 2004;
Dermer 2004; Zhang et al. 2006a; Liang et al. 2006a).
The above clean picture is somewhat “ruined” by two
recent observations by Swift. First, strong spectral evolu-
tion has been observed in the tails of two peculiar GRBs
060218 (Campana et al. 2006; Ghisellini et al. 2006)
and 060614 (Gehrels et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006b;
V. Mangano et al. 2007, in preparation), which is not
directly expected from the curvature effect model. More
interestingly, a “normal decay” afterglow-like component
is observed in GRB 060218 after the steep decay phase
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(Campana et al. 2006). However, the spectrum of this
component is very soft, and could not be interpreted
within any external shock afterglowmodels. These obser-
vations suggest that there might be unrevealed emission
components in the early afterglow phase, and motivate
us to perform a systematic data analysis for both light
curves and their spectral evolution of the GRB tails ob-
served by Swift XRT. Our data reduction and sample
selection are presented in §2. The light curves and spec-
tral evolutions are shown in §3. In §4, we discuss pos-
sible interpretations of the tails, and cautiously suggest
the possible existence of a central engine afterglow and
an internal shock afterglow at least in some GRBs. Con-
clusions are drawn in §5.
2. DATA REDUCTION AND SAMPLE SELECTION
We extract the background-subtracted XRT light
curves and the spectra of the sources and the back-
grounds with the Xselect package for all the GRBs de-
tected by Swift in the first two operation years (about
200 GRBs have been detected, those bursts without XRT
data are discarded). Since we mainly concern about
early, bright tails (with α > 2 with the zero-point time
at the GRB trigger time, the convention Fν ∝ t
−αν−β
is adopted throughout the text), the pipe-up effect is
also considered where appropriate, using the method de-
scribed in Vaughan et al.(2006) and Romano et al (2006).
We perform a time-resolved spectral analysis for each tail
with a single power law (N(E) ∝ ν−Γ, where Γ = 1+ β)
model incorporating absorptions from the Milky Way
and the GRB host galaxy using the spectral analysis
package Xspec. The NhostH value in the time-resolved
spectral analysis is fixed to the value obtained from fit-
ting the time-integrated spectrum during the whole time
span of each tail. Most of the tails do not have enough
photons to perform a time-resolved spectral analysis, so
our sample includes only 17 bright tails.
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3. TIME-RESOLVED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The light curves and spectral evolutions of the tails
in our sample are shown in Figs.1 and 2. In each plot
of Figs.1 and 2 the upper panel shows the light curve
and the lower panel shows the β evolution. The hori-
zontal error bars in the lower panel mark the time in-
tervals during which the time-resolved spectral analy-
ses are performed. We find that 10 tails (Fig.1) have
strong spectral evolution, and the other 7 (Fig.2) roughly
have a constant β throughout. We notice that many
tails have significant fluctuations on the lightcurves (e.g.,
GRBs 050724, 050814, 060115, 060413, 060510B, 060614,
060814, 060904), especially for those with strong spectral
evolution. To quantify the β evolution of the 10 bursts,
we introduce the function β = β0 + κ log t to fit the β
evolution by setting the trigger time as the time zero
point. We find κ & 1. For each lightcurve, we also fit it
by a single power law with decay index α. We find no
correlation between α and κ.
4. INTERPRETATIONS
For the 7 tails without significant spectral evolution,
the steep decay can be interpreted as the curvature effect.
Setting the time zero point to the GRB trigger time and
for an internal shock model, the curvature decay could
be modelled by the expression (Fenimore et al. 1996;
Kumar & Painaitescu 2000; Wu et al. 2006)
f c(ν, t) ∝ (
t− tp
∆t
+ 1)−(2+βc)ν−βc , (1)
where tp is the peak time of the corresponding emission
episode when the curvature effect starts, ∆t is the shock
crossing time (i.e. the rising time scale of the lightcurve),
and βc the spectral index at tp. The expression assumes
no spectral break crossing the band during the decay
episode. One can see that the decay is strictly a power
law if tp = ∆t, i.e. setting the time zero point to the
beginning of the rising segment of the lightcurve (Zhang
et al. 2006a, see Huang et al. 2002 for the discussion
of time zero point in a different context). This model
has been successfully tested with previous data (Liang
et al. 2006a). As shown in Fig. 2, this effect alone can
model the light curve and spectral behaviors of the 7 tails
without spectral evolution, given a proper tp and ∆t.
This effect alone cannot explain the strong hard-to-soft
spectral evolution observed in 10 other tails. To under-
stand the origin of the spectral evolution, we consider
three possible interpretations: (1) the jet is structured
with an angle-dependent β; (2) the evolution is the su-
perposition effect of two components with different spec-
tral indices; and (3) the spectral evolution is intrinsic in
the emission region. We take the third possibility only
when the first two attempts fail.
The first model is not very elegant. In contrast to the
previous structured jet models (Me´sza´ros, Rees & Wi-
jers 1998; Zhang & Me´sza´ro 2002; Rossi et al. 2002)
that invoke an angular structure of both energy and
Lorentz factor, one needs to assume that the spectral
index β is also angle-dependent. Furthermore, in order
to make the model work, one needs to invoke a more-or-
less on axis viewing geometry. Nonetheless, this model
makes a clear connection between the spectral evolu-
tion and the lightcurve, so that f c(ν, t) ∝ [(t− tp)/∆t+
1]−[2+βc(t)]ν−βc(t), where βc(t) = a+κ log t is the best-fit
spectral evolution. We test this model with several tails
with strong spectral evolution and find that it fails to
reproduce the observed light curves.
The second model is motivated by the discovery of an
afterglow-like soft component during 104 − 105 seconds
in the nearby GRB 060218. We process the XRT data of
this component, and derive a decay slope −1.15 ± 0.15
and power law spectral index 4.32 ± 0.18. This com-
ponent cannot be interpreted within the external shock
afterglow model, and its origin is unknown. A specula-
tion is that it might be related to GRB central engine,
whose nature is a great mystery. The most widely dis-
cussed GRB central engine is a central black hole sur-
rounded by an accretion torus or a millisecond magne-
tar. In either model, there are in principle two emission
components (e.g. Zhang & Me´sza´ros 2004 and references
therein). One is the “hot” fireball related to neutrino
annihilation. This component tends to be erratic, lead-
ing to significant internal irregularity and strong internal
shocks. This may be responsible for the erratic prompt
gamma-ray emission we see. The second component may
be related to extracting the spin energy of the central
black hole (e.g. Blandford & Znajek 1977; Me´sza´ros &
Rees 1997b; Li 2000) or the spin energy of the central
millisecond pulsar (through magnetic dipolar radiation,
e.g. Usov 1992; Dai & Lu 1998; Zhang & Me´sza´ros 2001).
This gives rise to a “cold”, probably steady Poynting flux
dominated flow. This component provides one possible
reason to refresh the forward shock to sustain a shal-
low decay plateau in early X-ray afterglows (Zhang et al.
2006a; Nousek et al. 2006), and it may have also been
directly detected in GRB 060218 (Fan et al. 2006).
With this theoretical background in mind, we specu-
late that at least some of the observed spectrally evolving
tails may be due to the superposition of a curvature ef-
fect tail and an underlying soft central engine afterglow.
We then test this hypothesis by fitting the data (both the
β-evolution and the lightcurve) using a simple superpo-
sition model. By introducing a central engine afterglow
component
fu(ν, t) ∝ t−αuν−βu , (2)
the total flux density can be modelled as
f(ν, t) = f c(ν, t) + fu(ν, t), (3)
and the spectral index is
β(ν, t) = −




c(ν, t) + βuf
u(ν, t)
f c(ν, t) + fu(ν, t)
. (4)
The observed light curve and the spectral index in the








c(ν, t) + βuf
u(ν, t)]dν∫
XRT
[f c(ν, t) + fu(ν, t)]dν
, (6)
respectively. We then search for parameters that can
generally reproduce the light curve and observed spec-
tral index evolution for each tail5. The model curves
5 In principle one should derive the parameters with the best
fits to both the light curves and β evolutions. This approach is
however impractical due to the fluctuations in most lightcurves
and the uncertainties inherited in lightcurve binning for spectral
fitting. We therefore search for parameters to match both the light
curve and spectral evolution through visual inspection.
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are marked in Fig.1 along with the data. It is found
that in 7 cases, both the light curves and the β evolu-
tion curves could be roughly reproduced with this model.
The derived tp and ∆t of the curvature effect component
is generally consistent with the expectations in the cur-
vature effect model (Liang et al. 2006a). The suggested
central engine afterglows typically have a “normal” de-
cay slope of αu = 0.8 ∼ 1.5 and a soft spectral index
of βu = 2.5 ∼ 6.4, which are similar to the afterglow-
like soft component in GRB 060218. One concern with
this interpretation is that this underlying central engine
afterglow component is expected to gradually become
dominant and be directly observable at later times as
the curvature component depletes. However, a shallow
decay component with α ∼ 0.5 from the external shock
is usually observed following the steep decay tail. The
putative central engine afterglow component is usually
buried beneath the shallow decay component without di-
rect observational effects.
For three cases in the sample (GRB 050724, GRB
060218 and GRB 060614, the last three plots in Fig.1),
the tails have significant flares and fluctuations, and we
could not find any set of parameters in the superposi-
tion model to reproduce both the β-evolution and the
lightcurve. In particular, the afterglow decay slope is ini-
tially shallower than the predicted slopes of the curvature
model. Lacking of any other possible interpretations, we
suspect that the strong spectral evolution of these tails
are intrinsic.
The standard synchrotron emission model with contin-
uous electron injection (e.g. Me´sza´ros et al. 1998; Sari
et al. 1998) invokes a broken power law with several seg-
ments. Within such a model, the spectral index does not
change unless a spectral break crosses the observational
band. In an internal shock model (Rees &Me´sza´ros 1994;
Kobayashi et al. 1997; Daigne & Mochkovitch 1998) or
a similar internal magnetic dissipation model (e.g. Usov
1992; Thompson 1994; Drenkhahn & Spruit 2002; Gi-
annios & Spruit 2006), the electron injection is not at a
steady state. After the shock crosses the colliding shell
(or after the magnetic reconnection episode is over), the
heated plasma would undergo adiabatic cooling. The
cooling frequency would then steadily drop with time.
Since there are no freshly accelerated electrons, the spec-
trum above the cooling frequency is no longer a power
law, but would have an exponential tail. As the cooling
break gradually passes through the XRT band, one would
detect a rapidly evolving tail with increasing spectral in-
dex. In fact, the broad-band data of GRB 060218 could
be fitted by a cutoff power law spectrum with the cut-
off energy (effectively cooling frequency discussed here)
moving from high to low energy bands (Campana et al.
2006; Liang et al. 2006b). We suspect that the tails of
GRB 050724 and GRB 060614 are of the similar origin,
and we call these strongly evolving tails due to adiabatic
cooling as internal shock afterglows. Apparently, cooling
of shock heated materials should happen in every burst.
However, the strong spectral evolution should only be de-
tectable if the cooling frequency is above the XRT band
when the heating process is over. Otherwise the decay
should be dominated by the curvature effect, as is seen in
most other tails in our sample. It is worth noticing that
the three evolving tails that cannot be interpreted with
the superposition model all involve special GRBs: GRB
060218 is a nearby extremely long and faint GRB with
an supernova association (Campana et al. 2006); GRB
050724 is a short GRB in an elliptical galaxy (Barthelmy
et al. 2005); and GRB 060614 is a peculiar long GRB
that might have a similar origin as short GRBs (Gehrels
et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006b). Why a strongly evolv-
ing tail preferably resides in these GRBs is unknown.
We’d like to comment on that even for those evolving
tails that can be interpreted as a superposition model,
the case of an intrinsic evolving tail due to adiabatic cool-
ing effect cannot be ruled out. Also we cannot rule out
that there is additional (but weaker) heating processes
during the decay of an internal shock afterglow (Fan &
Wei 2005; Zhang et al. 2006a), as may be suggested by
the fluctuations and flares on the decaying tail. Finally,
the steep decay component has been also interpreted as
cooling of a hot cocoon surrounding the jet (Pe’er et al.
2006). This model may be relevant to some tails of long
GRBs, but does not apply to tails from the bursts of
compact star merger origin (such as GRB 050724 and
probably also GRB 060614, Zhang et al. 2006b).
5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have systematically analyzed the light curves and
their spectral evolution of a sample of 17 GRB steep de-
cay tails observed by XRT. Our results suggest that 7 of
these tails show no significant spectral evolution and are
consistent with being curvature effect tails. Among the
10 spectrally evolving tails, 7 are roughly consistent with
a superposition model that invokes the curvature effect
tail and an underlying putative central engine afterglow.
The derived central engine afterglows are typically soft
(βu = 2.5 ∼ 6.4) and have a decay slope similar to the
external shock afterglows (typically αu = 0.8 ∼ 1.5),
similar to the late X-ray lightcurve component of GRB
0060218. There are three tails that cannot be accommo-
dated within this model. These tails usually have strong
flares and fluctuations, which may be interpreted as an
internal shock afterglow as the cooling break crosses the
XRT band.
Substantial efforts have been invested in modelling ex-
ternal shock afterglows in the past. The results of this
paper suggest two possible new types of afterglows, i.e.
a steady, soft, power-law-decaying afterglow that may
be associated with the central engine, and a spectrally
evolving tail that may be associated with the cooling of
the shock heated region. More detailed physical models
for these two types of afterglows are called for.
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Fig. 1.—: Flux (the upper panel of each plot) and spectral index (the lower panel of each plot) as a function of
time since the GRB trigger for 10 GRB tails with significant hard-to-soft spectral evolution. On the upper panels
(lightcurves), the solid curve (blue) is derived from a toy superposition model by combining the curvature effect
component (the dashed curve, red) and a putative central engine afterglow component (the dotted line, green). The
corresponding spectral evolution curves from this model are plotted in the lower panels along with the data. The
derived model parameters are also marked. The first 7 bursts are roughly consistent with the superposition model,
while the last 3 bursts cannot be accounted for according to this model.
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Fig. 2.—: Same as Figure 1 but for the 7 tails that do not show significant spectral evolution. The fitting curves are
based on the curvature effect alone.
